NOTES:
1. WITHIN LIMITS SHOWN, ENTRANCE PAVEMENTS SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED WITH PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE (PCC). DEPTH OF ENTRANCE PAVEMENT SHALL BE PER PLANS WITH A MINIMUM OF 8-INCHES.
2. REPLACEMENT CURB—AND—GUTTER SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED INTEGRALLY WITH ENTRANCE PAVEMENT. NO CURB UP SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED. HOWEVER, EXISTING GUTTER GRADE SHALL BE REESTABLISHED.
3. MINIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN EDGE OF REPLACEMENT CURB—AND—GUTTER AND NEAREST LONGITUDINAL JOINT SHALL BE 4—FEET. IF NEAREST JOINT IS 4.5 FEET OR LESS FROM BACK OF CURB, REMOVE TO NEAREST JOINT.
4. IF ENTRANCE PAVEMENT ON PROPERTY SIDE OF SIDEWALK IS ACC THIS JOINT SHALL BE TYPE B. IF SAID PAVEMENT IS PCC, THIS JOINT SHALL BE TYPE C OR TYPE CD.